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about regulations and thought only of the common
suffering of Russian people, soldiers and civilians
alike.
The doctor again looked over all the beds—how many
times he had already done so! All the time he was
thinking—suppose Igor should be here. ... But there was
no Igor,
"Ivan Egorych," said the doctor. "You ought to lie
dowii, my dear fellow. You've been working like a
Trojan all night, you can't go on like that.5'
The doctor himself had not slept, he had been running
about, making arrangements for the wounded, and
putting out the fire; apart from a tiny glass of vodka
which Kravtsov had given him, nothing had passed his
lips. But the doctor felt that he was the only one doing
nothing, and that miserable glass of vodka seemed to
him a direct offence against human and military ethics.
If only Danilov did not find out about that vodka ....
"I've an idea," said Danilov. "There are abandoned
trains here with valuable loads. They'll be burned. We
could very well take one of them with us."
"How?"
"Why, with our engine. Couple it on behind. Fve
spoken to the local transport officer, and he's very
pleased,"
Danilov thought that the doctor would be equally
glad. But the doctor looked at him, blinking his weary
eyes, and seemed in no hurry to answer.
"Excuse me, Ivan Egorych," he said at last. "But it
seems to me this isn't a thing to be settled off hand.
You must understand that I'm a doctor first and fore-
most, and I'm responsible for the lives of my patients.
If this extra weight affects the movement of the train, I
shall be unable to agree."
He spoke very mildly, but there was something in his
blinking eyes that Danilov understood; the Command-
ant was beginning to feel himself a commandant
Danilov reddened, he wanted to say: 'Tou're not only
a doctor, you're a Soviet citizen, and it's your duty to

